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“They turned King into more of a radical and made Malcolm look moderate,” a historian commented some time ago. “They” in this case meant the liberal-leaning media, but also academics, including scholars of cultural studies. What the comment generally referenced was the sometimes surprising shifts and turns practices of public re-membering may take. Dr. Schäfer-Wünsche’s talk discusses the ways Dr. King and Malcolm X have been turned into quasi-compatible cultural icons, and it embeds these practices in reflections on the often contradictory processes of political/national self-positioning. If the title of her talk draws on Gertrude Stein’s monumental family saga, Dr. Schäfer-Wünsches takes up Stein’s insistence that ‘Americans’ are constantly being made and re-made. When it comes to public figures, Dr. Schäfer-Wünsche argues, this is much more pronounced and quite often truly striking.
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